
Animator Friendly Rigging
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Creating animation rigs which solve problems, are fun to 
use, and don’t cause nervous breakdowns.
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Biped Arms

In Animator Friendly Rigging Part II, we began rigging up our character JJ for 
animation.  We created a rough cut-up of the polygonal model, rigged the back 
and head, and discussed a number of techniques for how to think about rigging 
the body.

We’re going to continue this exercise in Part III by rigging the arms and hands of 
JJ.
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Why Are Arms Important?

Extremely expressive, arms are integral to 
defining a character’s personality

Hopefully you already have a good idea of why your character needs to be able 
to move their arms around.  Can you imagine if every character you animated 
couldn’t move their arms?  It would be like a world of body-builders.. everybody 
would have to turn sideways to go through doors.. they would continually knock 
things off shelves.  It would be total insanity.  Funny.. but insane.

So it’s important to allow our characters to be able to wave their arms, pick 
things up, gesture, and basically do everything that we can do with ours!

Examples of arm use
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If you look in the movies/arm folder that came with the documentation, you will 
find four movies containing examples of arm motion from the incredibly 
embarrassing Parkour Video.

Pay no attention to the headbands and the shiny lycra pants.  Watch some of 
the various things that arms and hands need to do when characters move 
around.

If you so desire, go and film yourself performing some of the actions that you 
imagine your character might need to complete.  Watch the reference 
repeatedly, and try and determine what types of controls would be necessary in 
order to achieve that motion.

By observing reference, we can come up with a series of requirements for our 
character’s arms.
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Requirements for arms

• Requirement #1 – Ability to gesture.  Most characters move their arms 
when they talk.  They bring them up, wave them around, throw them this 
way and that.. they’re incredibly expressive, and very helpful for getting a 
point across.  The easiest way to animate that type of motion is with 
Forward Kinematics, because it allows for nice clean arcs and easy 
manipulation.  Thus, we will need Forward Kinematics for general 
gesturing

• Requirement #2 - Other times characters will place their hands on the 
ground, or on the table, or on some other object.  In these cases, we 
want to make sure the hand is locked off.. so we’ll choose Inverse 
Kinematics for situations like this.

• Requirement #3 - If a character places their arm on a table, we want to 
ensure that their elbow is locked in that position.  It can be extremely 
frustrating for an animator if they have to continually adjust the position of 
the elbow every time they move the torso.  Therefore, we need some sort 
of Elbow Locking for ability to place elbows on 
table

• Requirement #4 – if a character has their elbow 
on the table and they’re holding a glass of wine, 
you want them to be able to wave that forearm 
around very easily.  The easiest way to do this is, 
again, with forward kinematics.  Thus, we need 
some way to lock the elbow to the table but still 
use Forward Kinematics on the lower arm.

• Requirement #5 – In addition to waving their arm 
around, sometimes you want the character to lock 
their hand down.  Take, for example, a character 
with his elbow on the table and his head in his 
hand.  You will probably want to constrain the 
hand to the head, and the easiest way to do that 
is with Inverse Kinematics on the hand.

• Requirement #6 – You can’t have an expressive 
or biomechanically correct arm without some sort 
of Shoulder control

• Requirement #7 – As part of making it easy to get any pose the animator 
wants, it is sometimes necessary to have the ability to move the whole 
arm where you need it.. dislocating the arm from the body.  Thus, we 
need to allow for the translation of the shoulder control.

• Requirement #8 – A common problem I run into when animating is the 
fact that I’ll have some great animation on my arm, but need to make 
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minor adjustments to the torso.  As soon as I move the torso, the arm will 
change orientation because it’s a child of the torso’s motion.  This can be 
incredibly frustrating, and makes it difficult to get shots finished when you 
continually have to go back and forth.  So, we’re going to add the ability 
to have the arm’s rotation independent from the shoulder.

• Requirement #9 – Finally, sometimes it’s necessary to stretch the arm in 
order to get the exact pose you require.  Thus, we’re going to allow for 
stretching in both the fk and ik arms.

Arm Toolkit
As before, we’re going to go through a series of examples where we try different 
types of controls on our arms rigs.  This gives us an opportunity to experiment, 
to practice, and to explore options before committing to them.

Forward Kinematic Arms

To create a forward kinematic arm, the easiest thing to do is to simply create a 
series of joints and animate them with rotations.

1. Create a New Scene
• Choose File > New

2. Create The arm
• Choose Skeleton > Joint Tool
• Create a single joint segment that looks like the following
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Figure 1 - Creating a joint for the arm

3. Break the arm into segments
• Select joint1
• Click on the Split Selected Joint button in the Animator Friendly 

Rigging Shelf 
• Set Segments to 3

Figure 2 - Split Selected Joints

• Click okay
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Figure 3 - Joints split

• Adjust the length of the segments by translating the joints.  Try and make 
them the same length of what an up_arm, low_arm, and hand would be

Figure 4- Selecting the end joint

Figure 5 - Translating the end joint back so it's the length of a hand

Figure 6 - Selecting the lower arm and wrist joints
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Figure 7 - translating the lower arm and wrist joints so they arm is a little bit longer

4. Rename the Joints
• Rename the joints up_arm, low_arm, hand, and hand_end

Figure 8- Renaming the joints

5. Put Geometry on the Joints so they’re easier to see
• Select up_arm, low_arm, and hand
• Click on the Add Geo to the Selected Skeleton button in the 

Animator Friendly Rigging Shelf 

Figure 9 - Geometry added
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6. Check the Rotation Orders of up_arm
• Select up_arm and Rotate it down so it’s as if it’s resting along the side of 

somebody’s body

Figure 10 - Lowering the arm

• Swing it back and forth with RY.  This is the swinging motion that 
someone has when they’re walking.  Is this easy to work with?
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Figure 11 - Swinging arm motion

7. Check rotation order of low_arm
• Select low_arm and Rotate it in y

Figure 12 - Low Arm rotated in Y
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• Notice that if we rotate the low_arm 90 degrees in Y, we can’t bend it to 
the side; both RZ and RX will just twist.  We need to change the rotation 
order to XZY

Figure 13 - Change rotation order to XZY

8. Check rotation order on the hand
• Select hand_geo and scale it to look more like a hand, this will make it 

easier to know what rotation order to pick
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Figure 14 - scaled hand_geo to be flatter and wider.

• Check the rotation.  Select hand.  Notice how RZ acts like a hand 
bending, and RY is angling to the side and RZ is twisting the hand.

    
Figure 15 - using the rotations to test bending, side-to-side, and twisting

• Notice that when the hand is twisted 90 degrees in RX, suddenly RZ is no 
longer bend, and RY is no longer side.. they’ve reversed!  This makes it 
very difficult to keep track of what’s doing what for the animators when 
they’re working in the graph editor.  Instead, we should make sure that 
bend and side are always the same attributes.

• Change the rotation order on hand to ZYX, so no matter what direction 
the hand is facing, bend (RZ) will always be last.

Great!  We now have a simple fk arm that we can use as a basis for all our arm 
controls.  

File: arm_toolkit_1.ma
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Isolating Arm Rotation From the Torso

There was another requirement for our FK arms.. it was the ability to have the fk 
arm have its rotation isolated from the torso.

Isolating rotation simply means that when the torso rotates, the arm doesn’t.  
Why is this important?  Well, imagine that you have a character standing straight 
up and down with their arm flat against their side.  Then you want to lean the 
character over to the side more.  If the arm is in FK mode with no isolation, it will 
move with the torso, causing it to go inside the body.  To fix it, the animator 
would have to counter-animate the arm moving back so it’s flat against the body 
again.

Figure 16 - Here the character starts with their arm hanging down.  Then the character bends 
over and the arm penetrates the body.  To fix it, the animator has to counter-animate the arm.. 

rotate it back out to be straight down.

The problem with this is that any time the animator makes an adjustment, they 
have to go back and fix the arm again.  This can get extremely tedious!
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Thus, we have to develop a way to allow the animator to not have to counter-
animate.

Want to learn more?  Purchase the entire DVD at:

http://jasonschleifer.com
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